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Summary :
The author
oriented into

trivalent graphs ( onne
network graphs (dire ted graphs su

hara terizes

dire ted outward and su h that no dire ted

ted graphs whose verti es have degree

1

or

3)

that

ir uit exists). Network graphs have appli ation in phylogeneti

re onstru tion when modeling spe ies evolution where both spe iation and hybridization events
The author's

an be

h that no vertex has all edges dire ted inward or all edges
an o

ur.

hara terization is elegantly stated, as is the proof.

Re ommendation :
The results of this paper are

orre t and interesting, and in general well-presented. There are several pla es

where denitions are un lear, making the rest of the paper

onfusing. However, I think all of these pla es

an be easily xed. Therefore, subje t to the suggestions below, I re ommend a
publi ation in the

Rose-Hulman Undergraduate Mathemati s Journal.

eptan e of this paper for

Spe i Comments :
Abstra t :
p 1, line 1: the geneti

history of spe ies. . . .

p 1, line 4: Remove the

omma after trivalent.

Se tion 1. Introdu tion :
p 1, line 1: Usually, the verti es represent spe ies, and edges indi ate that spe ies
of spe ies

p 1, lines 1013: In the three senten es starting with Phylogeneti
dening

x is an immediate an

estor

y.
networks. . . , it is un lear when you are

network graphs, and when you are dening phylogeneti networks.

senten es on lines 1213 as follows: In a network graph,
every internal vertex is trivalent (has three edges
p 1, line 16:  . . . but later hybridizes: this

I re ommend

ombining the two

ir uits are allowed, edges are given dire tions, and

onne ted to it).

lause is

onfusing; what is its subje t? Is the spe ies hybridizing

with itself ? Are its two dire t des endants hybridizing, implying that the

ir uit is of length

4?

p 2, line 9: A knowledgements are usually pla ed in a separate se tion at the end of the paper before the
referen es.

Se tion 2. Terminology :
p 2, line 3: Dening edges as lines implies that a graph is always drawn, but this need not be the
is better to dene edges as unordered pairs of verti es and then

ase. It

omment that we often think of graphs as

drawn points and lines.
p 2, line 4: Remove extra and.
p 2, line 4: Dening a
of one edge. This

ir uit as a loop is

onfusing, sin e the term

loop

usually refers to a

ir uit

onsisting

ommon denition of loop is used in the last proof.

p 2, line 5:  . . . to length one. . .  should be  . . . of length one. . . .
p 2, line 13: Change all nodes to all internal nodes for emphasis.
p 2, line 13: All graphs in the paper are impli itly assumed to be

onne ted; otherwise, some of the results

are false. It would be good to expli itly state that all graphs are assumed to be

onne ted. One

onvenient

pla e to do that would be in the denition of trivalent graph. However, it would be useful to remind the

1

reader that the graphs under

onsideration are

onne ted at key points throughout the paper, su h as Case

1 of the proof of Theorem 4.3.
p 2, line 15: Remove

omma after orientation.

Se tion 3. Non-Orientable Graphs:
ommas around  Γ; they are not ne essary. Remove the

p 3, Thm 3.1: Remove

ommas in other instan es

as well.
p 4, Thm 3.3: Before the theorem, dene inward and outward; it is not

lear if an inward dire ting edge

is oriented towards the leaf or away from it.

′
ommas around  Γ and  Γ .

p 5, lines 23: Remove

p 5, lines 23: The denition of
happens to the other edges

Γ′

is fundamental to the proofs that follow. However, it is un lear what

onne ted to

it appear that the endpoints of

E

E 's

have two

endpoints when those verti es are removed. Figure 6 makes
ommon neighbors, and that

diamond. I assume that is not what is meant, but a mu h

E

must be the diagonal of this

learer denition is needed.

′
p 5, Lemma 4.1: Give the relationship between Γ and Γ in the statement of the lemma: Suppose that
′
is formed from Γ by . . . . If Γ
an be oriented as a network graph, . . . .
p 5, proof of Lemma 4.1, line 7: The
′
and W are not verti es in Γ .

laim is made that there is a dire ted path from

p 5, proof of Lemma 4.1, line 8:  . . . then

Γ′

already has a dire ted

V

to

W

in

Γ′ ,

but

Γ′
V

ir uit.

p 6, Figure 7: Labels  Γ1  and  Γ2  on the appropriate graphs would be helpful.
p 7, lines 12: The denition of illegal subgraph is
that

Ψ

onfusing. Saying that a subgraph

Ψ has no leaves, then every vertex in Ψ
es of Ψ to the rest of the graph Γ. I think the

is a trivalent graph. If

an be no edge from verti
be: An

illegal subgraph

has degree

3

in

Ψ is trivalent means
Ψ, and hen e there

denition of illegal subgraph should

is a trivalent subgraph with exa tly one leaf. The leaf edge is then the separating

edge dis ussed in the next line. This denition also makes it

lear why illegal subgraphs are a problem, sin e

then Corollary 3.4 immediately applies.
p 7, proof of Thm 4.3, Case 1, line 4:  . . . a unique dire ted path from
p 7, proof of Thm 4.3, Case 2, line 4: Here loop is used to mean a

V

to. . . 

ir uit of length one. It might be

learer

to remind the reader at this point that loops are not allowed in network graphs, sin e their orientation
reates a dire ted

ir uit.

p 7, proof of Thm 4.3, Case 3, line 2: Remove
p 8, line 2: Again, loop is used to mean a

omma before  E1 .

ir uit of length one.

p 8, line 5:  . . . would separate the graph.
p 8, line 6: one of the resulting smaller graphs,
from

Γill ,

Γ.

p 8, line 9: Be ause

Γ

has no. . . 

2

has no leaves, while the other,

Γ2 ,

has all the leaves

